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Abstract: Kotagede is well known of the beautiful Javanese “Joglo” houses and home made silver craft industry.
When the monetary crisis occurred on 1998, Kotagede silver craft collapsed into the lowest level. Further, the
earthquake on May 2006, which damaged historical sites and traditional houses, brings suffers to Kotagede people and
also its economics activities.
Reconstruction of Folk heritage and cultural landscape post earthquake promoted by Gadjahmada University (GMU)
has done as a respond of lack government funding and priority to reconstruct folk heritage and cultural landscape as
historical assets. The aim of this project is not only to reconstruct collapsed buildings caused by earthquake but also to
safe heritage and build a better local economic condition, in this case silver craft, so that can be sustain in the future
based on community empowerment program. The program that involved private sectors and funding resources was
started after the earthquake together with the earthquake reconstruction program. GMU takes responsibility as
program arranger and marketing leader; set programs and collaborations between market, artists, academician and also
silver craftsman, optimizing Kotagede cultural landscape as economic magnet to build a sustainable economic
condition.
Hence, the study of process and characteristic of Silver craft reviving program for revitalization, promoted by GMU in
Kotagede seems promising in result that can be used as useful input in revitalizing, reviving and reconstructing
cultural landscape.
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1. Introduction
Kotagede, the former capital of Islamic Mataram Kingdom in 16C, located in the south east of Yogyakarta, Indonesia
well known of the beautiful Javanese “Joglo” houses and home made silver craft industry. When the monetary crisis
occurred on 1998, Kotagede silver craft collapsed into the lowest level. Further, the earthquake on May 2006, which
damaged historical sites and traditional houses, brings suffers to Kotagede people and also its economics activities.
Before earthquake, there were approximately 150 traditional houses with Joglo type of roof. Beyond the well-known
image of traditional houses and silver crafts, Kotagede is also a center of Javanese crafts and arts (gold, silver, copper,
leather, etc.), and traditional food (kipo, legomoro, etc.). Performing arts such as gamelan music group (karawitan),
religious music group (syalawatan), Javanese poetry reading (mocopat), keroncong music, angklung wayang puppet
and many others.
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From the rapid assessment after earthquake, it found that from 88 damaged traditional houses with Joglo roof type there
are 8 totally collapsed, 47 severely damaged and in danger condition, 16 partly damaged and only 17 houses partly
cracked. This is only survey in the Joglo roof type. There are still many other roof type and types of heritage houses
where most people are homeless and jobless caused by earthquake.
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2. Reconstruction and Revitalization of Kotagede Cultural Landscape Program Promoted by University
As folk heritage and cultural landscape, particular reconstruction method and technique is undoubtedly needed in
reconstructing building and or activity after the disaster. In contrary, the government priority of reconstruction program
for cultural assets is not covering folk heritage and cultural landscape. Moreover, the limited government funding may
not be allowed to extend their priority to cultural landscape and folk heritage.
Apropos of this condition, GMU takes the initiative in saving Kotagede folk heritage and cultural landscape. As an
education institution that has been taking care of many research and project proposal of Kotagede cultural landscape
and folk heritage, GMU has a strategic point to create initiatives based on Kotagede genuine potencies
The program is consisted of some sectors that is divided into six elements i.e. community, heritage assessment,
promotion, programming, physical element design and fundraising. These six elements have been started in the same
time to create sustainable historical area revitalization plan.
The programs and time line of Reconstruction and Revitalization program in Kotagede is as follows:
•

Empowering Local Organization and Channeling (1-3 months after Earthquake)
Empowering local organization related to Heritage concern so called "OPKP" Kotagede (Organisasi Pengelola
Kawasan Pusaka1) which has developed on August 17, 2006 about 70 days after earthquake. The aim of this act is
to build consciousness and concern of local people of their city that take a role to strengthen the local community
empowerment program. The other step that has done in this phase was channeling to a wider network to support
Kotagede (such as to JICA, UNESCO, Netherlands Government, Total Indonesie, Exxon Mobile, etc.).

•

Assessment, Documenting, Programming and Planning (3-6 months after Earthquake)
In this phase, students, coordinated by University create some organized programs and launch it to community.
Especially for department of Architecture and planning of GMU, created collaboration with Department of Civil
Engineering in setting up Posyanis (Technical helpdesk) with group of undergraduate & graduate students as a
daily consultant for technical problems, especially for earthquake resistance house, faced by Kotagede community.
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The Posyanis was coordinated by lecturers from both department of Architecture and planning and Department of
Civil Engineering. Together with students, lecturers and local people developing Kotagede Master Plan by
graduate students of urban design and proposals of Heritage Building Reconstruction for donors so called Heritage
Foster Parents Program.
The underlying premise of the Heritage Conservation Foster Parents Program is to encourage stakeholders, both
individual and institutions, to support with donations for the rehabilitation and reconstructions of historic buildings
and/or local handicraft industries, both as business investments and merely donation. This program would
emphasis on tailoring to meet the local needs and opportunities; every fund giver would be able to select historic
buildings or type of local industries they want to support, while owner of historic buildings or cultural heritage
activities would have options whether to commercialize their resources or choose not to. Every project would only
require agreement between heritage building/cultural heritage owner/holder and the investor.
•

Positioning and Collaborative Works, Guide lining and Reconstruction (6-12 months after Earthquake)
Phase of Collaborative works between GMU including lectures and students using funding from donors
reconstructing some traditional houses and building supported by donors JICA, Netherlands Government, Total
Indonesie, Exxon Mobile. Developing Owner Manual for Heritage Construction also becomes one of UNESCO
program collaborated with GMU. The aim of this program is to give an explanation and manual that can be used
easily by local people in reconstructing and treating historical building, especially after earthquake. Two houses
that were collapsed by earthquake also adopted and preserved by OPKP (Omah Loring Pasar2) and GMU (Omah
UGM3). Especially for Omah UGM, the Center for Heritage Movement, a place that gives continual advises; sets
plans and supports for local people in Kotagede

•

Reviving the Craft Small Scale Industry (12-24 months after Earthquake)
Phase of Empowering craft families along with architectural preservation (the role of GMU focused on Silver
craft) working with craft family by introducing lecturer's silver craft design and promoting and marketing the craft
product.
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Omah Loring Pasar means house (in Javanese language called omah) that is located on the northern side of market (pasar)

3

Omah UGM means house that belongs to GMU
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3.

Silver Craft Characteristic of Kotagede

3.1.

Originality in Design

Many groups of skilled people living in Kotagede were initially at service with royalty and courtiers when Kotagede
was the capital of Mataram. However, long after capital had moved from this town, these groups survived and grew
even larger than before. That growth was an evidence of their strong reliance on the services rendered by commoners
and rich people in the surroundings towns and country sides rather than by solely serving the aristocracy. The metal
industry of Kotagede alive with extreme refinement of form and original design but influence of European designs is
still recognizable.
3.2. Silver Craft Smith and Shops Spreading
Even though Kotagede is well known for its craftspeople, there has never been a strong guild or large guild houses as
were found in medieval Europe. These activities were carried out in small houses crowding many parts of neighborhood
in this town. The existence of artisans still deeply permeates the life of contemporary Kotagede. Silver work emerged as
the hallmark of Kotagede craftsmanship, especially since the introduction of foreign tourism in the early 1970`s.
Even the number of silver craftsman and shops are nearly equal, according to the data Table 2, the spreading of silver
shops and smiths are located separately. The silver shops are mainly located in the main street, in contrary; the silver
smiths are mainly located inside the neighborhood (Fig. 6). This condition makes silver craftsman could not have a
direct contact to customer. Hence, selling of silver craft is monopolized by silver shop. This condition makes the benefit
of tourism is mainly enjoyed by few large silverwork companies lining the main streets of Kotagede which have now
become showcase of this town’s craftsmanship. There is a new tendency of combining shops and smiths in one place to
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attract more visitors by showing silver craft process.
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4. Silver Craft Development Mechanism
Kotagede silver craft development pattern condition that concentrated in the main street of Kotagede caused economics
level gap between shop holders in the Main Street and silver craftsman who are lived inside the residential area. This
condition caused the silver craftsman has smaller capital than shop holders. The pattern of silver product flow that
generally happened in Kotagede is showed in the Fig.7. From the figure, it could be identified that shops owner take an
important role in controlling silver price and distribution. This system is not allowing craftsman to interact directly to
customer, and keep their life quality in the lower level, compared with the shop owner. According to this condition, it
needs to put into consider in setting strategy and developing pattern in silver craft reviving program

Fig 7. Silver Craft Development Mechanism

5. Silver Craft Reviving Program Based on Community Empowerment and Local Potencies
Community empowerment model has been chosen as a response of government finance condition at that time, has been
chosen as Kotagede revitalization’s concept plan. Further, the strong kinship in Kotagede makes this program seemed
reasonable enough to be realized. The vision of this program is the rebirth of Kotagede Historic District with social,
cultural and environmental quality better than it was prior to the earthquake, where the community has the capacity to
manage the restored cultural heritage independently and where the restored cultural heritage could give economic and
cultural impact back to the community. To realize this program, some actual mission have been planned and launched. It
includes revitalizing tangible and intangible heritage that mainly based on community role, participation and leadership.
The aim of this program is to restore the quality of life and to develop local economy through local silver craft home
industry that can be unified to historic conservation effort with urban design and infrastructure recovery. Thus the
sustainable preservation of nation cultural heritage through craft in Kotagede can ultimately be achieved.
5.1. Funding and Networking
Silver craft reviving Program for revitalization in Kotagede that is promoted by GMU is supported by other funding
institutions such as JICA (Pendapa as public space), Exxon Mobil (silver craft information center and GMU Heritage
movement office at Omah UGM, Kotagede Crafts Revival Project),and Total Indonesie (Kotagede House Museum).
Strengthen the relation among Kotagede craft community, local people, International and National Community such as
other Universities, NPO, NGO, UNESCO and individual corporation become the next future vision. Hence, it can
eventually support and promote Kotagede silver craft, cultural landscape and folk heritage in National and International
level.
5.2. Project Team
This project team is divided into three big group sectors which are Urban Planner, Artist and Economist. Architecture
Department collaborated with Civil Engineering Department are taking responsibility in restructuring Joglo house
called Omah UGM that is being used as center of GMU heritage movement office that also including function as
museum, research, training and education place for silver craftsman, silver craft information center. Together with
GMU lecturer, designer takes a responsibility in providing design and silver craft product quality, high quality product
improvement standardization and training. Urban Planner and Economist are taking responsible in creating whole
scenario and setting marketing, promotion and market networking.
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5.3. Methodology of Kotagede Craft Revival Project
The limited of funding that could not cover all silver worker forced GMU to select silver worker according to its priority.
The priority was made by selecting 13 crafts worker who are not able to join the silver craft community caused by
economic disability. Some weaknesses of Kotagede Silver crafts such as low quality of silver craft products, not enough
skill and education for silver craftsmen should be improved. Some concepts were set in responding these conditions are
as follows:
a. Revitalization The Craftsman Livelihood
Since the silver craft making skill was only inherited by family, the silver craft production technique was not improved.
This condition makes Kotagede Silver craft industry can not meet the demand of high quality of silver craft products.
According this condition is undoubtedly needed to improve the quality of silver craft product to catch a wider market.
b. Marketing
The silver craftsmen houses that located in the middle of urban Kotagede traditional housing, which consist of
confusing alley, give a disadvantage to improve the silver craftsman economical condition. Further, the monopoly of
main street silver company that is occurred in Kotagede was also being taken as the background of underlying
marketing strategy. Socialization of Kotagede silver craft product was taken as the first step of marketing strategy.
Introduction Kotagede silver product through exhibitions, and arrange exhibition in Omah UGM, Kotagede have been
chosen as Kotagede Craft Reviving Promotion and marketing strategy.
c. Cultural Revitalization and Tourism Development;
The main concept is interrelating between historical-cultural conservation and craft industry development that should
accentuate in conserving cultural landscape. This concept may keep the balances between development and
conservation. By using cultural landscape as the main attraction, it may introduce the genuine silver craft industry in its
natural-cultural habitat. Setting the Kotagede craft reviving program as the main theme of Kotagede Revitalization and
tourism program is aimed to create an organized and balanced revitalization plan among physical, social and
economical side. Apropos of that strategy, workshop and seminar collaboration among GMU graduate students of
Architecture and Tourism Department, Tourism Travel Agent leader, and Division of Culture and Tourism Bureau has
been held on March 2008, in purpose of getting knowledge and information from practitioner point of view.

Fig 8. Kotagede Craft Revival Project Methodology
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5.4. Time Projection
Silver craft reviving program in Kotagede has been projected for at least 5 years. From the time scheme, it shown that
University and other donor role are gradually being decreased, and in contrary, local the community movement is being
stronger. In the future, collaboration with professional in house architect, consultant and heritage investors may possible
to support local community movement.

Fig 9. Kotagede Craft Reviving Project Networking

Fig 10. Time Projection of Kotagede Revitalization Program

6. Problems
Since March 2008, exhibitions of local silver craft product has been hold in Omah UGM together with the first selling
transaction. The customer was mainly come in a small group from overseas country such as Japan and France. Even the
reviving program has showed some activities as it reported in Kotagede silver craft website4, yet there is still some
problem remaining in this system especially in relation with the continuity of the program in the future. Some problem
that appeared are as follows:
6.1. Improving the Community Movement
Up to now, the activity and plans are mainly concentrated in building connection, market and improving the craftsman
silver product quality so that it can economically sustain in the future. In contrary, the community movement seems
moving in a stagnant flow. Especially for reviving program based on community empowerment, the community
movement needs to be stronger. In the other hand, creating stronger internal networking among silver craftsman, or
between craftsman and shops owner is still not being planned clearly. Until now, the initiatives mainly come from GMU
as mediator. Hence, in the future, when the GMU role is reducing, exploring the local people initiatives and original
thinking of local people ideas are the most important reviving element to be developed into a real action plans.
6.2. Sustainability of Managerial System
Undoubtedly, the knowledge of managerial and networking is important for the sustainability of silver craft reviving
program. In contrary, to extend the knowledge and skill of marketing and managerial to silver craftsman is difficult.
Their lack of marketing and managerial educational and experience background makes marketing extending knowledge
is difficult to be transferred directly. For craftsman, managerial and networking are new complicated things to be
learned. Besides up to now, the marketing has been delivered to silver companies/shops that lined near the main street.
According to the program plan that University and donor’s role is being reduced each year for local people
sustainability purposes, this condition may cause unsustainability of silver craft in the future. This issue has already
been tried to be dealt by launching this issue to the local community though it still too difficult for them to do marketing
and craft making in the same time. Further, reviving and revitalizing home industry in historical area is needed
4

“Kotagede Crafts Post Earthquake, Exhibition in Kotagede”, Kotagedecraft.multiply.com (1995-07-28), Retrieved on 2008-07-05.
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creativities and innovations needed human resources that can adopt local people’s idea, respond local people’s needs, to
be transformed into a real action plans. Accordingly, long term neutral mediator that can assist Kotagede craft reviving
program for long time is needed.
6.3. Silver Promotion of Selling
Up to now, the transactions mostly happened during the exhibition. The customer mainly comes from university
connection i.e. Kobe University, and France Company. Especially for domestic tourist, that has no relation to GMU, to
reach the silver craftsman houses that are located and stretched in the Kotagede neighborhood unit, is onerous. Thus, the
silver shops near the main street are still the comfortable choice for them.
6.4. Balanced between Overseas and Domestic Tourist
As an educational institution, GMU’s role in reviving silver craft especially for tourism purposes is technically difficult
to be realized. Beside the fact of 80-90% visitor are foreigner tourists, most of tourists who come to Omah UGM as the
craft exhibition center is foreigner and most of them have a relation with GMU. This condition makes the tourism
activity in Kotagede merely rely on Foreigner visitor; hence Kotagede tourism is quite flimsy to International issue and
sentiment
7. Conclusion
The local community still needs assistance to empower themselves and to transform the ideas of recovery into
revitalization actions. Mediator that can assist the community and respond their need and transform the needs into
programs. Comprehensive strategy from the mediator is important to be planned as respond of community’s need. The
mediator takes an important role to the contnuity of revitalization and conservation process for long time. In this case of
GMU, the limited capability as educational institution needs to be respond by creating national and international
community cooperation, coordinated collaboration including private and public sectors partnership. Realizing the
limitation of human resources, funds, and capability, it is needed to comprehensively select priority and actions,
considering its social, economic, cultural and heritage aspects.
Still, the community empowerment program in Kotagede needs to be sustainability extended. Thus it can save the folk
heritage and build a better local economy.
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